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SUMMARY
Model transformations are at the heart of Model Driven Engineering (MDE) since they allow the automation
of diverse kinds of model manipulations. Transformation scheduling is a key issue in the design and
implementation of many transformation languages. This paper reports our results using continuations as
the underlying technique for building a scheduling mechanism implicitly driven by data dependencies
among transformation rules. In order to support our experiments, we have built a proof-of-concept model
transformation language which is also reported here. First, we motivate the problem by analyzing the
scheduling mechanism of current model transformation languages. Then, we introduce the notion of
continuation, showing its applicability to model transformations. Afterwards, we present our approach,
notably explaining how dependencies are specified and giving the scheduling algorithm. We also analyze
lazy resolution of rules, and how to deal with collection operations. The approach is validated by an
implementation that targets the Java Virtual Machine, and running performance benchmarks which show
its efficiency and scalability. Besides, we discuss how it can be applied to other existing transformation
languages, and present several applicability scenarios. Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Model transformations are at the heart of Model Driven Engineering (MDE), since they
allow the automation of diverse kinds of model manipulations. Examples include mapping
and synchronization of models, reverse engineering, model refactoring, code generation, etc.
Particularly, model transformations that take a model conforming to some meta-model and generate
a different model, possibly conforming to a different meta-model are called model-to-model
transformations [1]. Several model-to-model transformation languages with different features have
been proposed over the last years. As described in [2], an important feature is transformation
scheduling, which determines the way in which transformation rules are executed. A design option
is to choose an implicit scheduling mechanism, so that the execution order of the transformation
rules is computed according to their dependencies (i.e., there are no dedicated constructs to set
the execution order explicitly). Well-known examples of languages implementing this feature are
ATL [3], Relational QVT [4] and Tefkat [5]. Hence, devising flexible and efficient rule scheduling
mechanisms is a key issue in the design and implementation of these kinds of languages.
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On the other hand, the concept of continuation has proved useful in a variety of areas such as
compiler construction [6], web servers [7], concurrency [8], etc. A continuation reifies the concept
of “the rest of the computation”, so that the execution state of a given program can be saved into a
continuation and restored later. This concept is supported in different forms in some programming
languages, for instance Scheme [9], Ruby [10] or Scala [8]. We believe that this characteristic can be
used to devise flexible and efficient strategies for rule scheduling in model-to-model transformation
languages.
In this paper we present a novel scheduling mechanism for model-to-model transformations
which is based on continuations. The underlying idea is to describe data dependencies among
transformation rules by setting constraints on the trace model (i.e., a trace model holds
correspondences among transformed elements). Whenever a rule requires a target element that is not
readily available through the trace model because it has not been created yet, it saves its execution
state into a continuation, which is resumed later when the element is available (i.e., it is provided
by some other rule). Meanwhile, other non-dependent parts of the transformation are executed.
Besides this basic behaviour, there are other issues that must be addressed, namely: supporting lazy
execution of rules, tackling stuckness (i.e., when not all elements can be resolved), and dealing with
collection operations combined with continuations. In order to support our experiments, we have
built a proof-of-concept transformation language, called Koan, which will be used to illustrate the
concepts in the paper. Nevertheless, as will be explained, our approach is not specific to Koan but
can be used to implement the scheduling mechanism of other transformation languages.
We have validated our approach by implementing Koan on top of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
and EMF/Ecore [11], testing it by developing several model transformations. In particular, this
paper will be illustrated with an excerpt of a large reverse engineering model transformation taken
from the MoDisco project [12] that we have re-implemented in our language. Moreover, we have
performed several performance benchmarks which show that our approach based on continuations is
efficient and scalable. Finally, the increased level of flexibility, that our continuation-based approach
provides, have proven useful to deal with advanced transformation scenarios such as language
interoperability and transformation composition [13].
Paper organization. Section 2 analyzes the scheduling mechanism of current model
transformation languages in order to motivate the need of new, more flexible scheduling
mechanisms. Section 2 gives some background about continuations and motivates its usage in model
transformations. Section 4 introduces Koan through an example, then focusing on how to describe
dependencies and tackling lazy rule execution, while Section 5 explains the underlying execution
algorithm. Section 6 presents the related work and explains how our approach could be used in
other transformation languages. Section 7 introduces some applicability scenarios of our approach
and compares the performance of Koan against other languages. Finally, Section 8 concludes and
presents the future work.

2. MOTIVATION
This section introduces model-to-model transformations (M2M), in particular focusing on the
scheduling part of different approaches to model transformation. Additionally, the running example
that will be used throughout the paper is presented.
2.1. Model transformations
Model transformations play a key role in Model-Driven Engineering as they enable the automatic
manipulation of models. A transformation is the automatic generation of a target model from a
source model, according to a given transformation definition [14]. Model transformations can be
classified, among other criteria [1], into exogenous or endogenous. In an endogenous transformation
both the input and output meta-models are the same, whereas in an exogenous transformation
both meta-models are different. For instance, a model refactoring is an example of endogenous
transformation, and a translation from one language to another is an example of exogenous
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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transformation. Roughly, if a transformation takes only one model (acting both as input and output
model) it is called in-place, whereas if it takes an input model and creates an output model it is
called model-to-model.
Model transformations are usually developed using specialized languages, called model
transformation languages. Each language typically provides a set of features that makes it
more suitable to target a type of transformation. Endogenous transformations are more naturally
implemented using in-place model transformation languages, whereas exogenous transformations
are normally implemented using model-to-model transformation languages (M2M languages)
because they provide specialized constructs, but any combination is possible in practice.
As a running example, we will use a reverse engineering transformation that takes a model
conforming to the abstract syntax of Java (represented as a meta-model) as input, and it outputs a
model conforming to the Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM), which is a standard metamodel
proposed by the OMG to represent software systems in software modernization [15]. This example
is inspired by a similar transformation that is part of the MoDisco tool [12], but implemented in
ATL. It is therefore an exogenous model transformation implemented with a M2M language.
Relevant excerpts of the meta-models for Java and KDM are shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b)
respectively. In the Java meta-model a class is represented with a ClassDcl, which is composed
of other declarations, such as MethodDcl that has a return type. The UnresolvedTypeDcl metaclass
represents those classes that are referenced in the code but MoDisco could not resolve. The concepts
in KDM are similar, but are expressed in a more general way. Thus, a class is represented as a
ClassUnit composed of “code items” (codeElements reference), being MethodUnit one of those. A
method has a Signature (connected through the type reference) that provides the name of the method,
its parameters, and its return type, represented as a ParameterUnit with kind equals to ”return”.
Type
name : String

1 returnType

type 1

DataType
name : String

1 type

ParameterUnit
kind : String

TypeDeclaration
ClassUnit
ClassDcl

params *

Signature

Unresolved
TypeDcl
CodeItem

dcls *

codeElement *

BodyDcl

MethodDcl

MethodUnit
a)

cd1: ClassDcl

b)

cd2: ClassDcl

k1: ClassUnit

mu1: MethodUnit
md1: MethodDcl

k2: ClassUnit

mu2: MethodUnit

md2: MethodDcl
s1: Signature

s2: Signature

p1: ParameterUnit
c)

p1: ParameterUnit
d)

Figure 1. Metamodels excerpts for the Java2Kdm running example. (a) Java abstract syntax metamodel. (b)
KDM metamodel. Below a simple Java model (c) and its KDM counterpart are shown (d).

Addressing this small transformation with a given model transformation language involves
devising a solution in terms of the available constructs of the selected language. In general, the
following four aspects are inherently present in the case of the example:
1. The one-to-one mapping between the Java ClassDcl and KDM ClassUnit metaclasses
2. The one-to-n mapping between the Java MethodDcl and KDM MethodUnit, Signature and
ParameterUnit metaclasses.
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3. Filling the codeElement reference of ClassUnit with the corresponding KDM MethodUnits, that
have to be retrieved from their counterparts in the source model, MethodDcl.
4. Setting the type reference of ParameterUnit with the corresponding KDM ClassUnits, that have
to be retrieved from their counterparts in the source model, ClassDcl.
As can be observed, in this example, issues 1 and 2 are more or less straightforward (i.e., pattern
matching is very simple), whereas the main difficulties arise in issues 3 and 4. First, a mechanism
to retrieve a target element from a source one has to available. Secondly, there may be circular
dependencies: a class may refer to a method that refers to the same class directly or indirectly (in
the source model of Figure 1, the cd1 class refers to the md1 method that in turn refers to cd1).
Tackling these issues requires two kinds of mechanisms [2]:
• Tracing. It allows source-target relationships to be stored, so that, given a model element
their correspondences can be found. There are two variants: implicit and explicit tracing,
depending on whether the transformation engine implicitly creates the trace elements as rules
are executed or if the user is in charge of this task.
• Scheduling. It is in charge of determining the rule execution order so that data dependencies
among rules can be satisfied. There are two variants: implicit and explicit scheduling. In the
first case, the transformation engine implements some algorithm that selects the execution
order, whereas in the latter case the user is in charge of selecting the execution order using
some dedicated construct of the transformation language.

Exogenous transformations are more naturally developed with M2M languages because their
tracing and scheduling mechanisms are specifically designed to address this type of transformation.
Although this is the main focus of this work, in-place transformations can also be used for this task
since they provide general model manipulation mechanisms.
In the following, several model transformation approaches are briefly introduced, illustrated
with the running example, and showing how the scheduling aspect is addressed. First, in-place
transformation languages are discussed, then model-to-model transformation languages, and finally
an assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of each approach is given.
2.2. In-place model transformation languages
In-place model transformation languages are normally implemented using graph rewriting
techniques. Instances of tools for graph rewriting are VIATRA [16], AGG [17], Henshin [18] and
ATOM3 [19]. Triple Graph Gramars [20], while graph-based, are a model-to-model approach as
they are specifically designed for exogenous transformations.
In general, developing an exogenous transformation using a language based on graph rewriting
involves the following steps:
1. Creating a type graph that contains the source meta-model, the target meta-model and a set of
intermediate types that relates metaclasses of both meta-models (i.e., a trace meta-model).
2. Creating transformation rules with the form LHS + N ACs => RHS (Left-Hand-Side,
Non-Application-Condition and Right-Hand-Side). The LHS is the subgraph to be matched,
the NAC is a subgraph that prevents rule application if matched, and the RHS is the new status
of the subgraph when the rule is applied. New elements with respect to the LHS are created,
and matched elements not appearing in the RHS are deleted.
3. Taking into account the tracing aspect of the transformation. The RHS of the transformation
rule must explicitly create the trace links relating source and target elements.
4. Controlling the rule execution order. Although it is not a a compulsory feature, practical
graph transformation languages normally provide some explicit scheduling mechanism to
establish the order in which rules are executed. Otherwise, it is normally necessary to design
the transformation rules in a certain way and using NACs to deal with circular dependencies
and with trace links.
Figure 2 illustrates these steps assuming that rules are selected non-deterministically, and
executed as long as possible. Rule (1) matches single ClassDcl elements and creates the
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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corresponding ClassUnits. Interestingly, the NAC condition establishes that the rule must not be
applied if a trace element has already been created for the source element. This is needed because
rules are applied as long as possible. Rule (2) maps a MethodDcl to a MethodUnit, a Signature and
a Parameter. However, to set the type reference of Parameter it needs to obtain the ClassUnit that
corresponds to the ClassDcl, that is, the returnType of the matched MethodDcl. To this end, the LHS
also matches the C2C trace link. Rule (3) establishes the link between the target KDM classes
and methods, using a similar strategy as the previous rule: matching the trace model in the LHS.
Actually, rule 3 could be defined together with rule 2 if the graph transformation tool supports
non-injective pattern matching.
Transform class
LHS

Transform method

RHS
cd : ClassDcl
name = n

LHS

RHS
md: MethodDcl
name = n

cd : ClassDcl

md : MethodDcl
name = n
returnType

returnType

NAC

src
cd : ClassDcl

cd : ClassDcl

: C2C

: C2C

cd : ClassDcl

src

tgt

src

: C2C

tgt

tgt

tgt

cu : ClassUnit

: ClassUnit

: M2M

src

: C2C

cu : ClassUnit
name = n

src

tgt

cu : ClassUnit

mu : MethodUnit
codeElements

NAC

signature
md : MethodDcl

type

: Signature
name = n
parameters

src
: M2M
tgt

: Parameter
kind = #return

: MethodUnit
(1)

(2)

Link method to class
LHS

RHS
methods

methods

cd : ClassDcl

md: MethodDcl

src

src

: C2C

md: MethodDcl

src

: M2M

tgt
cu : ClassUnit

cd : ClassDcl

src

: C2C

tgt

: M2M

tgt

cu : MethodUnit

cu : ClassUnit

tgt
cu : MethodUnit
bodyDcls

NAC

(3)

Figure 2. Running example expressed with a graph transformation approach. Black boxes correspond to
source elements, blue boxes correspond to target elements, and red, dashed correspond to trace links.

As can be observed, the tracing mechanism is explicit since trace links are created in the RHS of
the rules, and matched in the LHS as a way to retrieve the correspondences. Scheduling in this case
is mostly implicit since no dedicated construct to control the rule execution order is used, but the
transformation engine would apply rules whose LHS is matched (and no NAC is matched) until no
rules are applicable. Hence, it is needed to define NACs with the only purpose of avoiding the same
rule to be scheduled for execution over and over again. Also, the linking of the methods has been
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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moved to rule 3 (unless non-injective matching is available). Thus, it is important to note that the
scheduling has to be guided using NACs and by properly designing the rules. This scheduling is, to
some extent, specific to the transformation problem being addressed: an exogenous transformation.
In this way, graph-based transformation languages normally provide explicit scheduling
mechanisms in order to avoid the need of encoding scheduling aspects into the transformation rules.
Next, four representative scheduling mechanism are briefly commented:
• Non-deterministic choice (implicit scheduling). This is the basic mechanism, presented in
the example. It typically requires some care when designing the rules, to avoid conflicts and
infinite recursion.
• Layers (explicit scheduling). This mechanism allows a transformation to be organized into
sets of rules (a layer) that are executed together using non-deterministic choice [17]. Layers
are executed in sequence, so that rules in a layer do not cause conflicts with rules in the
other layers. In the example, rules could be organized in three layers with one rule each (1,
2 and 3). This could improve performance, but NACs to avoid rule re-matching will still be
needed if rules are executed as long as possible in each layer. A similar approach is the use
of priorities [19], in which rules with the highest priority are executed first, so that rules with
different priorities do not conflict.
• Abstract State Machines (ASMs) (explicit scheduling). It is a well known formalism to specify
the expected behaviour of a system [21]. It has been used in the VIATRA2 framework to
describe imperative control structures in order to assemble graph transformation rules.
In a language with explicit scheduling, such as VIATRA2, the use of NACs and the matching
of trace links are not always required if the rules are properly scheduled using the ASM-based
control language.
• Story Diagrams (explicit scheduling). It is visual notation based on UML activity
diagrams [22] to describe the control flow of a graph transformation. The activities of the
diagram embed graph rewrite rules, which can be parameterized with input/output data that is
propagated along the transitions.

In general, it can be said that using a graph-rewriting transformation language to deal with
exogenous transformation requires some explicit rule scheduling, either with explicit constructs
or by encoding it in the rules.
2.3. Model-to-model transformation languages
The inherent complexity of exogenous transformations has been explained by going through the
steps required when using an in-place approach. This provides a foundation to understand what is
provided by M2M languages, which are specialized in these kinds of transformations. In essence, a
M2M language embeds into its engine the logic to deal with trace information and facilitates rule
scheduling, normally by making it implicit.
There are several model-to-model transformation languages in use today, such as QVT [4],
ETL [23], Tefkat [5] and RubyTL [24], but ATL [25] is probably the most widely used one.
Also, Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) is a graph-based approach to (bidirectional) model-to-model
transformations.
In the following, the style of M2M languages will be illustrated by using ATL. Afterwards, other
approaches will be briefly described. An excerpt of the Java2KDM example written in ATL is shown
in Listing 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

rule transformClass {
from cd : java!ClassDcl
to cu : kdm!ClassUnit (
name <− cd.name,
codeElements <− classDcl.methods
)
}

rule transformMethod {
from jMethod : java!MethodDcl

Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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14
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16
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20
21
22
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to methodUnit : kdm!MethodUnit (
type <− signature
),
signature : kdm!Signature (
name <− jMethod.name
parameters <− returnParameterUnit
),
returnParameterUnit : kdm!ParameterUnit (
kind <− #return
type <− jMethod.returnType
)
}

Listing 1: Example transformation with ATL
The transformClass rule maps every Java class (ClassDcl) to a KDM ClassUnit (lines 1-7), while the
transformMethod rule maps every Java method to a MethodUnit, but also creates a Signature element
and a ParameterUnit element to represent the returned element (for simplicity, we assume that even
methods without return value have a ParameterUnit with no type). ATL uses the concept of binding
to specify the relationship between a source property and a target property. There are primitive
bindings, that just assign primitive values, and non-primitive bindings that may require resolving a
target element from a source element. For instance, line 4 is a primitive binding assigning the name
of the source class to the target element’s name, lines 12 and 16 are also straightforward as they just
assign a target element created as part of the same rule. However, line 5 does require a resolution
mechanism to obtain, for each source method, the target counterpart that has been generated by
the transformMethod rule. Similarly, line 20 must resolve a ClassDcl element (that has been obtained
through the jMethod.returnType expression) to the corresponding ClassUnit.
As can be observed in the transformation definition, the rule execution order is not given explicitly
(e.g., with explicit calls). Instead, the ATL transformation engine schedules rule execution internally
so that dependencies (ATL bindings in this case) can be resolved. This is another example of implicit
scheduling.
In this way, some algorithm to establish a rule execution order that ensures a proper resolution
of elements is required. For illustrative purposes, we briefly introduce the algorithm for ATL. The
pseudo-code shown in Listing 2 is a simplification of the algorithm reported in [26]. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that only one target element is created per rule, and that the right part of a
binding is single-valued (i.e., it is not a collection), but it can be easily generalised.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

# First phase: matching and storing trace links
ForEach rule R {
ForEach element S that matches R.from {
create target element T according to R.to
create TraceLink for R, S and T
end
end
# Second phase: rule application
ForEach TraceLink L {
R = the rule associated to L
S = the matched source element of L
T = the created target element of L
# A binding B has the form T.feature = expression in the context of S
ForEach binding B declared for R {
expression = initialization expression of B
value
= evaluate expression in the context of S
if value needs resolving
find trace link L2 where L2.S = value
set T.feature to L2.T
else
set T.feature to value
end
end
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26

end

Listing 2: Execution algorithm of the declarative part of ATL
The algorithm makes use of trace links to keep correspondences between source and target
elements, in order to allow resolving a target element from a source element (i.e., implicit tracing).
As can be observed, the algorithm splits rule matching (i.e., matching the from part of each rule
with the available source elements) and rule application (i.e., evaluating the bindings of each
matched rule), and most importantly trace links are initialized in the matching phase, so that every
correspondence is available in the rule application phase.
The description of ATL presented above shows that a M2M language with implicit scheduling
must provide some construct to describe dependencies among rules (bindings in the case of ATL),
but this mechanism must avoid making the rule execution order explicit. In the following, four
implicit scheduling mechanisms are briefly discussed.
• Binding-based. This is the mechanism used by ATL and presented in the example above.
The ATL algorithm is one possible implementation, which is so simple to facilitate
implementation [26]. ETL and RubyTL have the same scheduling mechanism, but in the case
of RubyTL there is only one pass because rules are executed as bindings are resolved, so that
traces are generated lazily.
• Pre/post conditions. In Relational QVT transformation rules have the form of relations
between the source and target model that must hold. A relation “communicates” with other
relations by specifiying when and where clauses. The when clause specifies preconditions in
the form of relations that must hold for this relation to hold, whereas the where clause specifies
postconditions in the form of relations that are enabled (and must hold) if this relation holds.
It is important to note that pre/postconditions are different from invocations, in the sense
that they do not specify that a relation has to be “executed”, but just state what must hold
before the transformation finishes. Besides, the QVT standard do not prescribe any particular
implementation.
• Trace constraints. Another mechanism to describe dependencies among transformation rules
is to specify that some trace links satisfying certain constraints must exist for the rule to
be applicable. Rules will be in charge of creating the trace links expected by other rules,
as a way to pass values among rules, but without naming the rules explicitly. It is a lowlevel communication mechanism that, to some extent, is similar to the strategy presented for
graph-based transformations. QVT core and Tefkat are two declarative languages that use this
strategy. In the case of Tefkat, a fix-point algorithm is used to resolve these dependencies,
since in general it is not possible to determine a rule execution order statically.
• Correspondence links. It is a specialization of the previous approach, typically used in Triple
Graph Grammars (TGGs), which is a graph-based technique for defining a bidirectional
correspondence between source and target models. In a TGG there is a LHS and a RHS, but
they are linked by correspondence nodes. These nodes ultimately act as trace links between
the source elements specified in the LHS and the target elements specified in the RHS. In
general to execute a TGG backtracking must be used, but under certain circunstances it is
possible to avoid backtracing and resort on a fix-point algorithm [27].

2.4. Discussion
Given the different implicit scheduling mechanisms for M2M languages presented before, a brief
comparison highlighting their pros and cons is presented in the rest of this section. To this end, four
dimensions has been considered. Table I summarizes them for ATL, Tefkat, Relational QVT and
TGGs.
• Style of the language. Transformation languages are often classified according to
the programming style that they promote: imperative, declarative or hybrid. At the
implementation level, it is more complicated to support flexible implicit scheduling
mechanisms in non-declarative languages.
Copyright c 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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• Scheduling mechanism. Refers to the mechanism, at the language level, by which a developer
describes the dependencies among rules.
• Scheduling algorithm. Refers to the algorithm by which, given a scheduling mechanism, a
compiler or interpreter determine the actual rule execution order.
• Dependency resolution. Determining an execution order ultimately allows dependencies
among rules to be resolved. This resolution is fixed when it does not take into consideration
the actual shape of the dependencies (i.e., at runtime), but the mechanism (or the algorithm)
forces a certain resolution scheme before rules are actually executed. On the contrary, it is
called flexible when rule execution order is driven by the data-dependencies among rules.
• Execution engine. A model transformation can be compiled or interpreted. Some scheduling
mechanisms are more suitable for compilation than others.

Dimension
Style
Mechanism
Algorithm
Dep. resolution
Execution

ATL
Hybrid
Binding
Two-pass
Fixed
Compiled

Tefkat
Declarative
Trace constraints
Fix-point
Flexible
Interpreted

Rel. QVT
Declarative
Pre/post conditions
Fixed
Interpreted

TGG
Declarative
Correspondence links
Backtracking/Fix-point
Flexible
Interpreted

Table I. Dimensions considered to compare scheduling mechanisms in model-to-model transformation
languages.

The main issue with a two-pass iterative algorithm, such as the one of ATL, is that it is not
really driven by data-dependencies among transformation rules, but the algorithm leads to a fixed
dependency resolution, in the sense that regardless of the shape of the dependencies, all trace links
must be computed at the beginning. Tefkat and TGGs are more flexible in this sense as dependencies
are resolved dynamically depending on the values of the trace links, that may be contributed by
distinct rules. This would allow, for instance, to specify transformation module interfaces as the
expected data dependencies (e.g., the provided/required trace links). In the case of Relational QVT,
dependency resolution is considered fixed because relations are coupled by name, so a relation
cannot contribute to a precondition dynamically.
The main problem with fixed scheduling is that it hinders both interoperability with other
languages that may resolve data dependencies differently and transformation composition that may
require interchanging data between transformations. An additional advantage of a flexible approach
is that it has the potential of dealing with streaming model transformations, in which the source
model is not completely available at the beginning.
While Tefkat and TGGs appear as more flexible approaches, their engines are interpreted † and
they rely on fix-point algorithms that tend to become inneficient as the size of the model grows.
On the contrary, ATL is compiled to a special bytecode executed by the ATL Virtual Machine. It is
expected that a compiled approach performs better than an interpreted one.
Regarding the style of the language, ATL is a hybrid language (although the scheduling part is
mostly devoted to the declarative part). The other languages are declarative. It could be said that
a flexible scheduling is constrained to declarative languages. However, in some cases imperative
features are desirable, but without the cost of losing flexibility at the scheduling level.
There are therefore several trade-offs when designing and implementing an scheduling
mechanism. Our aim has been to devise an scheduling mechanism that enables gathering what
it is best of each approach. As will be shown, a continuation-based approach provides flexible
resolution of dependencies without the need of a fix-point algorithm (at least in the common case),
compilation, and also provides support for languages with imperative features. Section 7 presents
some application scenarios and gives some performance figures.

† There

are several TGG implementations available but as far as we know all of them are interpreted.
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3. BACKGROUND
In the following we introduce the concept of continuation and its applicability to model
transformations.
A continuation is a representation of the rest of the computation of a program, so that it can
be saved at a given point of its execution and resumed later. In some way, it can be regarded
as a “controlled goto”. This concept is supported in some programming languages, for instance
Scheme [9] or Scala [8]. A special kind of continuation is a delimited continuation, which can
be informally seen as a continuation which is only partially captured, that is, it does not span the
entire program but only a part of it. One way of describing delimited continuations is by means of
shift/reset operators [28]. With shift, one has access to the current program execution state reified as
a continuation, while reset allows us to establish the point where control will return after a shift
is encountered and to delimit the continuation. Note that resets can be nested, and a shift will
return to the nearest enclosing reset. From now on, we will use continuations to refer to delimited
continuations.
Figure 3 provides a graphical explanation of the shift/reset operators to describe continuations. In
the first step (a), a piece of code is delimited with a reset (this is normally done with a closure, but
here it has been indicated with two ballons, “reset (begin)” and “reset (end)”). When the execution
reaches the shift, the rest of the computation is the code that has not been executed from the shift
to the end of the enclosing reset. At this point, step (b), the rest of the computation is captured
into a continuation object (called cont), and the control flow goes back to the enclosing reset.
In a programming language, if the reset construct is an expression its value is the continuation
object. Afterwards the execution proceeds normally with the code written after the reset. Finally, at
some point the continuation object could be resumed (step (c)), which would make the control flow
jump to the beginning of the computation captured in the cont object, that is, restoring the captured
execution. When this computation finishes, the control flow will go back just after the point where
the continuation was resumed (cont.resume() in step (c)).

reset
(begin)
current
execution

control flow goes
back to this point

......
shift

......

continuation
object (cont)

reset
(end)
a) before shift

reset
(begin)

current
execution

already
executed

already
executed

shift

rest of
computation

reset
(begin)

cont.resume()

shift
control
flow
jumps
to "cont"

......

......

executed
after "cont"
finishes

reset
(end)
b) continuation captured (shift)

c) continuation resumed

Figure 3. Graphical explanation of the shift/reset operators.

In order to illustrate continuations and its applicability to model transformations, the same
transformation shown in Listing 1 is rewritten using Ruby plus continuations‡ in Listing 3. The
strategy to write this transformation using continuations has been the following.

‡ Assuming

the existence of a library with shift/reset methods. See http://chneukirchen.org/blog/
archive/2005/04/shift-reset-and-streams.html for an example.
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• Each function corresponds to a rule that is able of transforming one source element, passed as
a parameter. A function is defined with def - end.
• Whenever a rule (i.e., a function acting as rule) needs some element produced by other rule,
it just suspends its execution via a shift. The execution context (captured as a continuation) is
passed to a closure as a parameter (|continuation|). This continuation is the rest of the “rule
execution”, and can be freely manipulated, for instance stored in some data structure for
later use. The shift makes the control flow jump to the enclosing reset expression, being the
continuation object captured by the shift the value of the reset expression.
• Let us also assume that there is a global associative table, called TraceModel which is filled
with the relationships between a source element and one target counterpart. Its purpose will
be to help resolving circular dependencies and rule communication.
• Finally, the schedule method is in charge of traversing the source model, enclosing all calls to
rules into a reset to capture the continuation. Then, it performs a fixed scheduling.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

def transformClass(classDcl)
kdm = Kdm::ClassUnit.new
kdm.name = classDcl.name
TraceModel[classDcl] = kdm
shift { | continuation | continuation }
kdmMethodUnits = classDcl.methods.map { |m| TraceModel[m] }
kdm.codeElements = kdmMethodUnits
end
def transformMethod(jMethod)
methodUnit = Kdm::MethodUnit.new
signature = Kdm::Signature.new
signature.name = jMethod.name
methodUnit.type = signature
returnParameterUnit = Kdm::ParameterUnit.new
TraceModel[jMethod] = methodUnit
shift { | continuation | continuation }
returnParameterUnit.type = TraceModel[jMethod.returnType]
end
def schedule
pending1 = Java::ClassDcl.all objects .map { |class dcl |
reset { transformClass(class dcl) }
}

pending2 = Java::MethodDcl.all objects.map { |method dcl|
reset { transformMethod(method dcl) }
}

pending2.each { |continuation| continuation. call }
pending1.each { |continuation| continuation. call }
end

Listing 3: Part of the Java2Kdm expressed in Ruby with shift/reset
Next we explain the example assuming the Java model shown in 1 as source model. Both
and transformMethod create a target element and use the TraceModel to associate it
with the corresponding source element (lines 2-5 and 14-18 respectively). The schedule function
first launches the “rule” for Java classes (lines 28-30). When class cd1 is transformed, a new KDM
class unit is created, cu1, and associated through the TraceModel. The execution of the shift (line 7)
makes the execution go to the enclosing reset (line 29), and the iteration continues processing cd2
similarly. The pending1 list now contains two continuations, one per rule execution. In Figure 4 these
is represented as two transformClass messages whose execution is stopped, returning continuations
as a result (each continuation holds a gray activation box as the rest of the computation).
transformClass
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:Transf.

:Transf.

transformClass(cd1)
returns cont1
:cont1
transformClass(cd2)
returns cont2
:cont2
transformMethod(md1)
returns cont3

transformMethod(md1)
returns cont4
Resuming "cont2"
follows the same
pattern as "cont1".

call()

call()

Figure 4. Example in Listing 3 partially illustrated with an adapted version of UML sequence diagrams
that allows continuation-based behaviour to be represented. Activation boxes drawn in gray are the “rest of
the computation” that will be captured into a continuation. Dashed arrows with full head represent control
transfer messages (i.e., a goto).

The transformation of Java methods (lines 31-33) is similar (md1 and md2 are processed
and transformed into {mu1,s1} and {mu2,s2}), and pending2 contains two continuations (one per
transformed method). At this point, all target elements have been created and associated through
TraceModel to their source counterparts, but relationships between target elements have not been set
yet, in particular to resolve KDM methods from Java methods (line 9) and KDM types from Java
types (line 24). Resuming the first continuation in the pending2 list means that the execution will
come back to line 24, but now the TraceModel already contains the target counterpart of the method’s
return type. When the execution of this continuation finishes (i.e., the transformMethod finished), the
control flow will return to the point where the continuation was resumed, line 34 in this case. The
next continuations in the list can be resumed in the same way. Graphically, the call message over
the continuation object (cont1 in the diagram) has the effect of making the control flow go to the
gray activation box stored in the continuation, that is, the original transformClass message is being
resumed. When this message finishes, the execution flow continues normally, in this case resuming
cont2 in the same way.
This illustrates how continuations facilitates the task of waiting until a required target element
is available. However, the scheduling has been hard-coded so there is little improvement with
respect to, e.g. the ATL algorithm introduced before. Our aim is therefore to take advantage of
the ability of a continuation to wait until a piece of data is available to devise a flexible, automatic
scheduling mechanism driven by data dependencies. To this end, we propose a strategy to describe
dependencies among transformation rules which is presented in the form of a simple transformation
language in the next section. Afterwards, the underlying algorithm to schedule a transformation
using continuations is presented.

4. LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION
This section introduces the Koan language, focusing on how dependencies among rules are
described and resolved, so that implicit scheduling is seamlessly achieved. The aim of Koan
has been to experiment with novel scheduling mechanisms and model transformation language
features. The decision to build a new language instead of reusing an existing one is motivated by
two factors. First of all, when an existing language and its engine are reused, the variety of new
features and techniques that can be tried is normally limited by the original language. Secondly,
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we wanted to apply a bottom-up approach, building the foundations and then proceed building
languages with higher-level of abstraction on top of our findings developing the low-level layers.
This approach has allowed us to devise the implementation mechanism presented in this work to
schedule transformation rules using continuations. As a side effect, the scheduling mechanisms
built for Koan are being used as the basis to build a higher-level transformation tool [13].
Regarding the features of Koan, Figure 5 summarizes them following the terminology presented
in [2] by means of a feature diagram. As can be observed, Koan has been designed as a hybrid
rule-based transformation language, where the declarative part is given by transformation rules, rule
dependencies specification and implicit scheduling. The imperative part corresponds to simple OO
constructs: setting and getting properties, and method calls. Method calls are complemented with
closures to enable navigation of multivalued relationships (e.g., using OCL-style operations like
select, collect (map in the example), etc.). Rules are selected non-deterministically, but only in the
sense that the execution order does not matter since a rule will be stopped if the required data is
not available. Finally, it does not support incremental update (only a new target or destroying an
existing target is allowed) and it is unidirectional.
Koan

Transformation
Rules

Logic

Rule Application
Scoping

Source

Source – Target
Relationship

New
Target

Existing
Target

Rule Application
Strategy

Deterministic

Rule
Scheduling

Form

Rule
Selection

Rule
organization

Directionality

Independent

Unidirectional

Executable
Destructive
Imperative

Implicit

Nondeterministic

Declarative

Figure 5. Koan features according to the [2].

A transformation definition is composed of rules, a trace specification, and decorators (Figure 6
shows the abstract syntax). A Decorator is a method attached to some metaclass which is extended
at runtime. A TraceLink defines a relationship between one or more source elements to one or more
target elements, which may contain additional information. A TraceSpecification is the set of trace link
types, whose instances will conform the transformation trace model at runtime. In our case, trace
links are defined as metaclasses (they inherit from the class meta-metaelement, which is EClass in
the Ecore meta-modeling framework [11]), so that trace link instances are treated as regular model
elements. Trace link properties are just structural features (attribute or non-containment reference).
Transformation rules match elements according to some source pattern. A Rule has a Matcher that
establishes which source elements must be evaluated by the rule. Because the aim of Koan has not
been to innovate in pattern matching, we have relied on a simple mechanism: the ForAll matcher,
which matches every instance of a given metaclass (in the style of ATL). A filter expression can be
established to rule out some of the matched elements. The body of a rule is composed of a sequence
of Statements (Expression also inherits from Statement but it is not shown), such as MethodCall,
Closure, or Define to bind a value to a name. There are also language constructs to manipulate trace
link instances as well, which are explained later.
Listing 4 is an excerpt of the preamble of the Java2Kdm transformation written in Koan. First,
the set of trace links used by the transformation are declared, in this case type2datatype and
method2method (lines 3 - 14). Note that a Java method is related to two KDM entities, as explained
before. Then, a decorator to extend the ClassDcl metaclass with the methods facility is defined (lines
16-18). Finally, transformation rules are specified. In this case, class2classUnit transforms every Java
ClassDcl into a ClassUnit, assigning the name property.
1
2
3

transformation java2kdm(java) −> (kdm)
trace t java2kdm
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ModelDefinition
name : String
kind : ModelKind

model 1

Decorator
methodName : String

EClass
(from Ecore)

decorators 1..*
models 1..*
Transformation
name : String

traceSpec 1

TraceSpecification
name : String

traces *

TraceLink

* rules
Rule

matcher 1

Matcher

ForAll

SetProperty
body *

0..1 cond

Statement

Define

value 1

Expression

MethodCall
Closure

body *

Figure 6. Excerpt of the abstract syntax metamodel for the Koan language.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

link type2datatype
var javaType : java!TypeDcl
var kdmType : kdm!DataType
end
link method2method
var javaMethod : java!MethodDcl
var kdmMethod : kdm!MethodUnit
var signature : kdm!Signature
end
end
def java!ClassDcl.methods
self .bodyDcls.select { | dcl | dc.kind of (java!MethodDcl) }
end
rule class2classUnit
forAll classDcl : java!ClassDcl
classUnit = kdm!ClassUnit.new
classUnit.name = classDcl.name
end

Listing 4: Beginning of the Java2Kdm transformation
As can be seen, Koan features a simple OO expression language, with the characteristic that
“variable assignments” bind a name to a value which cannot be rebound (line 23). It can be seen
as syntactic sugar for let-in construct of many functional languages. Please note that that property
assignments do change the object (line 24). An important feature is closures support (code blocks
defined with { }), which along with a library of collection methods (e.g., select in line 17), enables
model navigation in a way similar to OCL [29]. The rest of the section is focused on our approach
to describe dependencies among transformation rules.
4.1. Describing dependencies
As explained, each M2M language must provide a mechanism to establish dependencies among
transformation rules (e.g., ATL bindings, pre/post conditions in QVT Relational, etc.). In our case,
we would like to describe dependencies explicitly but independently of the rules that produce the
values (i.e., a rule call mechanism yields to explicit scheduling) so that rule execution is driven by
these dependencies, using continuations as the underlying implementation mechanism.
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SetTrace
*
1 prop

PutTrace

TraceLink

1

*

EStructuralFeature
(from Ecore)

Expression
1
MatchTrace

expr 1

prop 1

Constraint

value 1

*
And / Or

value 1
Expression

Equal

Figure 7. Abstract syntax of trace handling constructs. The reference from TraceLink to EStructuralFeature
is inherited from EClass (shown for clarity).

We propose to describe dependencies among rules by setting constraints over the trace model,
in the style of Tefkat [5]. In this way, dependencies are explicit, but they are decoupled from the
actual rules that provide the values that satisfy them. This means that several rules may contribute
the same constraint, or that a rule can be seamlessly replaced by another rule, as far as it is able of
providing the same trace links, therefore, promoting modularity.
We have defined two constructs to deal with the trace model, PutTrace and MatchTrace, whose
abstract syntax is shown in Figure 7. The PutTrace construct creates a new trace link, setting its
properties. So, it is composed of a sequence of SetTrace instructions to establish the trace link
properties. The set instructions are executed atomically, in the sense that the new link is issued
to the trace model only when all of them have finished.
The MatchTrace construct is the core of our mechanism. It allows a constraint on the trace model to
be specified in order to retrieve a trace link from the trace model that satisfies it. Thus, the Constraint
metaclass is the root of a small declarative language to specify such constraints. In particular, Equal
matches a specific feature with the value given by an expression. For the sake of simplicity, here
we consider matching only one trace link, but it can be generalized to many. A MatchTrace is an
expression that evaluates to a trace link that satisfies a given constraint. If there is no one, it suspends
its execution until it is available.
In this way, PutTrace can be seen as a producer and MatchTrace as a consumer of trace links.
Being our mechanism based on continuations, the execution state of any piece of code that depends
directly or indirectly on a trace link that is required through a MatchTrace statement is stored into
a continuation, that is resumed when the constraint is satisfied and the element is available. More
details about this aspect are given in Section 5.
Listing 5 shows the transformation of Listing 3 written in Koan with two modifications:
UnresolvedTypeDcls are also transformed to a ClassUnit tagged as “unresolved”, and MethodDcls with
type parameters are filtered out. Line 7 creates a type2datatype link associating the matched Java
class with the newly created KDM class unit. Then, lines 10-13 are in charge of traversing the
methods of the Java class, retrieving the method2method trace link associated to each one, obtaining
the corresponding KDM methods (note that the chained map gets the kdmMethod property from each
retrieved trace link). Next, more dependencies are resolved. It is worth noting that the normalMethod
rule is in charge of associating Java methods with KDM method units (line 40-42), but also creates
a circular dependency with class2classUnit via matching the type2datatype trace link (line 44-45).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

rule class2classUnit
forAll classDcl : java!ClassDcl
classUnit = kdm!ClassUnit.new
classUnit.name = classDcl.name
putTrace type2datatype
with javaType = classDcl, kdmType = classUnit
classUnit.codeElement = classDcl.methods.map { |m|
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match method2method
with javaMethod = m
}.map { | trace link | trace link .kdmMethod }
# Another dependency
superclass tlink = match type2datatype
with javaType = classDcl.superclass
...
end
rule unresolvedTypeDcl
forAll unresolved : java!UnresolvedTypeDcl
classUnit = kdm!ClassUnit.new
classUnit.name = classDcl.name + ”[unresolved]”
putTrace type2datatype
with javaType = classDcl, kdmType = classUnit
end
rule normalMethod
forAll methodDcl : java!MethodDcl
where methodDcl.typeParameters.isEmpty()
methodUnit = kdm!MethodUnit.new
signature = kdm!Signature.new
signature.name = methodDcl.name
methodUnit.type = signature
putTrace method2method
with javaMethod = methodDcl,
kdmMethod = methodUnit, signature = signature
trace link = match type2datatype
with javaType = methodDcl.returnType
signature.type = trace link .kdmType
end

Listing 5: Excerpt of the Java2Kdm transformation in Koan
Figure 8(a) shows how transformation rules are related through trace links plus PutTrace and
instructions. Figure 8(b) shows an excerpt of a possible execution of this transformation
using the source model depicted in Figure 1. First, the class2classUnit is applied over the
cd1 : ClassDcl element. A ClassUnit, cu1, is created and associated to the cd1 source element via the
type2datatype trace link. Next, the rule attempt to retrieve the counterpart of md1 (a MethodDeclaration)
via a method2method trace link, but it is still not available, so it suspends (big gray activation box)
until it is available. Then, the normalMethod rule is executed, which puts the trace required by the
suspended execution of class2classUnit. This can be detected, resuming such rule immediately, as
shown. The rule could continue, for instance, trying to retrieve the target counterpart of the source
class supertype (cd2), suspending again because the value it is not available.
There is thus no need for explicitly setting an execution order, in the sense that if the source
pattern is matched the corresponding rule could be applied in this precise moment or later. The
data dependencies of such rule with another rules will determine in which moments the rule will be
executed (it is likely that a rule execution has to be suspended and resumed several times).
The ability of suspending the execution of a rule until a trace element satisfying a constraint is
available provides flexibility, but raises three concerns related to stuckness, that is, when a constraint
cannot be resolved (i.e., no put trace provides a trace satisfying the constraint). One concern is that
suspending the whole rule would prevent non-dependents parts of it from being executed if the
match instruction gets stuck. To tackle this, our engine partitions a rule into pieces of dependent
expressions (the process is almost straightforward since there are no variable assignments, but
named definitions) so as not to suspend a piece of code unnecessarily. In the following it will be
assumed that partitions are computed statically, before executing the transformation algorithm. The
MatchTrace
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«rule execution»
:class2classUnit
putTrace

type2datatype

putTrace

«trace model»
type2datatype

«trace model»
method2method

unresolvedTypeDcl
1: putTrace(cd1, cu1)

class2classUnit

matchTrace

matchTrace

method2method

putTrace

2 : matchTrace(md1)
4: resume cont.
normalMethod

«rule execution»
:normalMethod
3: putTrace(md1, mu1, s1)

5: matchTrace(cd2)

matchTrace

6. return to the rule that provided the value
a)

b)

Figure 8. a) Rule dependencies through trace links. Gray rounded rectangles represents rules and white
rectangles represent trace link types. b) An excerpt of an execution using the source model depicted in
Figure 1. Activation boxes drawn in gray are the “rest of the computation” that will be captured into a
continuation. Dashed arrows with full head represent control transfer messages (i.e., a goto)
Matcher

TraceLink
traceLink 1

ForTrace
Request

features *

*
Requested
Property
varName : String

EStructuralFeature
(from Ecore)
1 property

Figure 9. Abstract syntax of Koan for the ForRequestedTrace matcher

second concern is which actions should be taken when a constraint cannot be resolved. The third
concern is related to using a suspendable expression (i.e., match trace) within a closure that is
applied sequentially to every element of a collection (lines 10 - 13). Effectively, if a collection
method operates sequentially then, if the constraint gets stuck for one of the elements of the
collection, the rest of the elements get stuck as well (even though they have already been resolved).
We deal with these two last concerns in Section 5.
4.2. Resolving dependencies lazily
So far we have assumed that transformation rules are always executed. However, there are cases
in which one requires a transformation rule to be applied only when some of the target elements
it creates are needed by another rule. This means that a rule must be triggered as a response of a
dependency request. For instance, RubyTL rules [30] and QVT non-top relations [4] behave like
this.
In the example, the unresolvedTypeDcl rule is always executed, but we would like not to transform
unresolved Java types unless they are actually referenced by other model elements (e.g., the return
type of a method may reference an unresolved type) to avoid polluting the KDM model with
unneeded elements.
To tackle this issue we have defined a new type of matcher, which is able of matching a trace
request. Figure 9 shows the corresponding abstract syntax and Listing 6 is an excerpt of the
unresolvedTypeDcl rule made lazy. As can be seen a ForTraceRequest specifies the trace link type
it waits for, as well as the properties expected to be constrained by the match trace constraint
expression.
In a ForTraceRequest a match happens when a trace link of the declared type is requested by
a match trace statement (the constraint expression must use, via Equal, all the declared trace link
properties) and it is not available yet in the trace model. Such a match trace statement is suspended,
and the values given in the constraint expression are put in the context of the rule using the trace
link property names as variable names. Then, the “lazy rule” proceeds normally.
1
2
3

rule unresolvedTypeDcl
forTraceRequest type2datatype with javaType = classDcl
where classDcl.kind of(java!UnresolvedTypeDcl)
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

classUnit = kdm!ClassUnit.new
classUnit.name = classDcl.name + ”[unresolved]”
putTrace type2datatype
with javaType = classDcl, kdmType = classUnit
end

Listing 6: Defining a rule as lazy via ForTraceRequest matcher
As can be observed in the unresolvedTypeDcl rule, the type2datatype trace link is expected to have
its javaType property constrained, with the filter expression ensuring that it is an UnresolvedTypeDcl
element. When the rule is executed, the value used in the constraint expression will be passed as a
rule parameter (classDcl in this case). The rest of the rule is the same as the original.
In general, it is responsibility of the rule to provide the requested trace with a PutTrace
statement, even though it is not compulsory. For example, a lazy rule can be used as a form of
“element generator” which never returns, but creates some element(s) upon request, placing them
in some location of the target model. Of course, the corresponding match trace will get stuck (see
Section 5.1).

5. EXECUTION ALGORITHM
In the previous section we have shown how dependencies are represented. In the best case, there
exists an execution order for rules in which requested elements are always available in the trace
model, so rules can be executed sequentially. However, in general, any moderately complex model
transformation has dependencies that prevent such a simple execution mechanism.
The basic idea of our algorithm can be summarized as follows. For each rule, the elements that
must feed it are selected according to its matcher (only ForAll matcher), executing the rule once for
each element. If a particular rule execution encounters a MatchTrace expression whose constraint
cannot be resolved immediately, its execution is suspended by capturing a continuation which will
be resumed when the required data is available. Whenever a PutTrace statement is evaluated, it looks
for continuations that are waiting for the trace link being put in the trace model, and resumes them.
Listing 7 describes an evaluator, specified using Ruby syntax, which gives the execution semantics
of Koan in terms of shift/reset operations. The following points explain the algorithm.
• Data structures. There are two data structures shared by all rules of the transformation. a) the
trace model that consists of trace link instances, as declared by the transformation definition,
b) a table that associates constraints that have not been satisfied, and are currently suspended,
with a continuation (it is called CTable).
• Launching rules at the top level (function top level). For each rule with a ForAll matcher, all
instances of the given metaclass are traversed. The all forall rules variable contains those rules,
and all objects of returns all instances of a given metaclass.
• Executing a rule means putting the matched source element into an execution context, and
evaluating all the statements and expressions. Each rule is split into a list of partially ordered
partitions. Any statement or expression that depends directly or indirectly from a trace link
obtained from a match trace expression form parts of the partition (including other match
trace expressions). As explained in the previous section, this is done statically, and partitions
are available through rule.partitions.
• Evaluating a partition. Each partition is independently evaluated because the call to its
evaluation (eval partition) is done within a reset. Thus, any shift will return to this point,
allowing the rest of partitions to be executed.
• Evaluating a MatchTrace (eval match trace). When a match trace expression is found, the trace
model is queried to check if the constraint is satisfied (call to check trace).

– If it is satisfied, the execution goes on normally, returning the required trace link.
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– If not, a continuation is captured (using shift) and it is kept in the CTable, associating the
trace link type, the trace properties and the values, with such a continuation. Then, the
control flow returns to the reset point. The continuation will be resumed only when the
required trace is available, so it will be “safe” to execute line 24 (see next point).
• Evaluating a PutTrace (eval put trace). A new trace link is created according to the put
trace expression (issue trace link creates and puts it into the trace model). Then, the CTable
is accessed to look for, and remove, those continuations that are precisely waiting for the new
trace link (line 29). Each suspended continuation is resumed (calling call), but enclosed in a
reset in case it is suspended again because of another MatchTrace.
• When the execution finishes, dependencies that have not been resolved are stuck. The
following two subsections discusses what to do with them.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

def top level
all forall rules .each { | rule |
all objects of ( rule .matcher.metaclass).each { |src element|
context = create rule execution context ( rule , src element)
rule . partitions .each { | partition |
reset {
eval partition (context, partition , src element)
}
}
}
}

end
def eval match trace(expression)
if ! check trace(expression)
shift { | cont |
CTable.put(expression, cont)
nil
}

end
# This is the continuation: What has not been done yet
# (between shift and enclosing reset).
# The return value is always the expected trace
return get trace(expression)
end
def eval put trace (expression)
trace link
= issue trace link (expression)
continuations = CTable.retrieve suspended(trace link)
continuations.each { | c |
reset {
c. call
}
}

end

Listing 7: Execution algorithm of Koan using a Ruby-like syntax
The algorithm does not deal with the ForTraceRequest matcher, but its inclusion is relatively
simple, as shown in Listing 8. The evaluation procedure for MatchTrace, eval match trace, would be
modified to notify that the evaluation is being performed in order to execute lazy rules if necessary.
The notify match trace function just tries to find a lazy rule that is able of handling the MatchTrace.
If found, the rule is evaluated creating a context for its execution and evaluating its partitions
independently, as before.
1
2
3
4
5
6

def eval match trace(expression)
notify match trace(expression)
# ... same as before ...
end
def notify match trace(expression)
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rule = find lazy rule for (expression)
if rule
src element = extract src (expression)
context
= create lazy rule execution context ( rule , src element)
# Execute the rule normally
rule . partitions .each { | partition |
reset {
eval partition (context, partition , src element)
}
}

end
end

Listing 8: Executing lazy rules
As can be seen, with this continuation-based approach there is no need to perform multiple passes
in order to resolve dependencies, as is the case with other approaches. Besides, the algorithm does
not assume any particular layout for the data dependencies, but the use of continuations enables
resolving each dependency as the data becomes available. This makes the scheduling mechanism be
“flexible”, according to the dimensions discussed in 2.4. Besides, it works both for declarative and
imperative languages, and it allows the transformation language to be compiled (as we have done in
our implementation).
However, a concern with the algorithm is that under the following two situations it may yield
to unexpected results: a) two or more rules obtain through a match trace the same target element,
and they set the same property, and b) when two PutTrace statements put two different trace links
with the same “source” properties (properties referring to source elements). Any transformation
that provokes these situations is not considered valid. The transformation engine can dealt with
these issues easily using a conservative approach and checking the conditions at runtime. In the
case of (a) the second time a feature of a trace link is assigned an error is raised, whereas for (b)
each time a new trace link is put into the trace model, the condition is checked raising an error if
needed. However, this can be an expensive operation, so a possibility is to check it only in debug
mode.
5.1. Dealing with stuckness
As stated above, an important concern is which actions should be taken when a transformation gets
stuck. We say that a transformation is stuck, when at least one MatchTrace is stuck, that is, when
after finishing the transformation algorithm its constraint has not been satisfied. Please note that
stuckness does not necessarily mean that a transformation is wrong because it does not handle all
dependencies. On the contrary, the developer could have purposely ignored the resolution of certain
elements. For instance, in Listing 5 the normalMethod rule (lines 31–47) matches only those methods
that are not generic (i.e., do not have a type parameter). Thus, if the source model contains a generic
method it will not be transformed, so any attempt to resolve a correspondence from this method
will provoke stuckness (e.g., in lines 11-12 in Listing 5). The transformation engine could notify
about this situation, allowing the transformation developer to create a rule that resolves the element
(e.g., dealing with methods with generic parameters) or just to ignore the situation (e.g., if generic
methods are not to be transformed).
In order to deal with this issue in a more flexible way, we extended Koan to allow associating
a closure to a MatchTrace expression. The closure will be called at the end of the transformation
execution if the expression is stuck. The code of the closure is not allowed to execute any tracerelated action (e.g., another match trace), but only to perform “clean up” actions, such as setting
some default value. As a facility to reuse code, instead of a closure the name of a function could
be attached. For example, Listing 9 is a modified version of the class2classUnit rule, that takes into
account the possibility of not having a rule for transforming a method (e.g., methods with type
parameters are not handled in this example). To this end, the on-stuck closure (lines 10–17) attaches
an annotation to the created class as way to indicate to the user of the target model that some
methods have not been considered. The annotation contains a reference (ref) to the element that was
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not resolved. In addition, the ctx parameter allows the transformation context to be accessed, in this
case to log a message.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

rule class2classUnit
forAll classDcl : java!ClassDcl
classUnit = kdm!ClassUnit.new
...
classUnit.codeElement = classDcl.methods.map { |m|
match method2method
with javaMethod = m
on−stuck { |ctx|
unresolved = kdm!Annotation.new
unresolved.body = m.name + ”has been ignored”
unresolved.ref = m
classUnit.annotations = unresolved
ctx .log (” Unresolved element!”)
}
}.map { | trace link | trace link .kdmMethod }

...
end

Listing 9: Associating a clean-up closure in case of stuckness
This feature can be used to emulate the behaviour of some transformation languages, for example
the implicit tracing mechanism of ATL [31]. The example above can be seen as a customized
version of implicit tracing. In our case, we have taken advantage of it to output a model reporting
which elements have not been resolved, so as to facilitate debugging the transformation definition if
needed.
5.2. Dealing with collection iterator operations
The algorithm we have presented is mainly intended to resolve constraints one by one, but a
transformation normally has to handle multivalued relationships by mapping elements in a source
relationship to target elements in a target relationship possibly with the requirement of preserving
the order. However, the algorithm presented so far only allows iterator operations to have an all or
nothing semantics.
In the running example, Java methods are mapped to KDM Method units (Listing 5, lines 10-13)
by traversing MethodDcl elements contained in the methods property, and setting a constraint on the
method2method trace. However, the normalMethod rule is filtered, so elements not satisfying the filter
expression (typeParameters.isEmpty()) will make such constraint to be stuck. If the methods property
contains elements than can be resolved and also elements that will get stuck, the whole iterator
expression gets stuck, because collection operations like map, select, etc., work sequentially. Thus,
if one gets stuck, the next iteration never happens, and the operation never returns.
A possible workaround is to filter out those elements that are not going to be transformed
according to rule filters, but this implies changing those filter expressions each time a new rule
is added, hindering maintainability.
Therefore, to deal with this a special form of map has to be defined. The new version is called
cMap and it behaves as a regular map except that it discards those elements whose closure has got
stuck. Interestingly, the partial order is still preserved (as long as the collection has a traversal order,
e.g., a list).
Listing 10 shows a possible implementation of cMap in terms of regular collection iterators and
shift/reset. It takes a receptor (the collection) and a closure that will be executed for each element.
The original execution algorithm has to be modified adding a new data structure, called PreStuckList
which holds a list of continuations that must be executed before finishing the transformations (and
considering it as stuck).
1

def cMap(receptor, closure)
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result = []
resolved = []
receptor.each with index { | obj, idx |
reset {
r = eval closure(closure, obj)
resolved << idx # add to list
result [ idx ] = r # set value at idx
}
}

if resolved.size != original . size
shift { | continuation |
PreStuckList.add(continuation)
}

end
return resolved.map { |idx | result [ idx ] }

Listing 10: Implementation of cMap with shift/reset
Given a call like classDcl.methods.cMap { match t java2kdm::method2method with source = m } the
method receives the collection to be traversed (receptor) and the closure to be called for each
element. The result variable keeps an initially empty list with the intermediate result, and resolved is
a list of indexes that have already been resolved (to preserve order). Then, the collection is traversed
one by one, so that a reset point is set in each iteration to make them independent (lines 4-10).
If a particular closure execution gets stuck, it will never return its result, so lines 7-8 will not be
executed, but the rest of iterations will. Finally, if no closure has been suspended, the method can
return normally (i.e., when there are less results in resolved than the size of the original collection).
If not, it has to wait, which is done in lines 12-14, adding the continuation to the PreStuckList list.
Before actually finishing the transformation, the continuations in the PreStuckList list are resumed
effectively discarding those elements that have not been resolved (line 16). Please note that the
PreStuckList has to be iterated until it is empty (in a fix-point fashion), because a new continuation
could be added to the list after having resumed a cMap. This would happen for instance if there are
two cMap operations where the output of the first is the input of the second, and the first one gets
stuck.
Other iterators such as select can be built in a similar way. For other operations such as iterate
(foldLeft in some functional languages) it is not possible to apply this solution, since each iteration
depends on the previous one. This could be regarded as a limitation, but actually the natural
behaviour is to stuck the whole iterate expression. The rationale is that, if the value that must
be passed to the next iteration depends on the result of a MatchTrace that gets stuck, the whole
expression must be naturally get stuck because there is an implicit computation order. Finally, a
useful alternative version for cMap is uMap, that does not preserve the order, so it does not require
the pre/post-processing with the resolved intermediate list.
cMap

6. RELATED WORK
Many transformation languages have been developed over the last years and some of their
algorithms are documented in the literature. Graph transformation algorithms are typically focused
on pattern matching (for example, VIATRA2 [16] adapts the RETE algorithm, and GrGen.NET [32]
has adaptive search plans), leaving scheduling to some dedicated language. An exception is
AGG [17], which features implicit scheduling by rewriting the graph until a fix-point is found. AGG
uses critical pair analysis to detect conflicts between rules that could lead to a non-deterministic
result. In general, critical pair analysis has been used to detect conflicts in rule systems, so we
believe that it could be adapted for our case, to detect conflicts among PutTrace statements and to
prevent indeterminism.
Regarding transformation languages specialized in model-to-model transformations (in contrast
to in-place transformations) we review in detail three relevant types of languages with implicit
scheduling, and discuss how our approach can be used to implement each one, thus showing the
usefulness of our work beyond Koan. The explanation is given as a mapping to Koan constructs, but
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each particular implementation will need to adapt our algorithm to deal with the specific constructs
of each language.
ATL. It is a hybrid model-to-model transformation language based on the concept of matched
rule, that consists of a source pattern, a target pattern, and a set of bindings relating target properties
to source elements. Bindings are implicitly resolved by rules. The original ATL algorithm is
documented in [31]. It has two fixed phases: the first one matches the source model with the source
patterns of the rules, creating the corresponding target elements and traceability links (they form
an implicit trace model). The second phase traverses the traceability links, initializing the target
properties of elements according to the bindings (this implies looking up correspondences in the
trace model).
It is possible to implement a similar behaviour with our approach. The trace model would consist
of only a generic type of trace link, with as many elements (of type Object) as declared in the
matched rule with the most source and target elements. ATL matched rules correspond to our
notion of “forall” rule. The first part of the rule execution would create the target elements (without
initializing their features), and a PutTrace would relate the matched source elements with the target
elements. Then, every binding of the rule would correspond to a MatchTrace. An important issue is
the implicit tracing feature of ATL, which means that ATL only resolves a trace link if it is actually
transformed. If not transformed, implicit tracing just returns the source element on which the tracing
was attempted (setting the target property with the source element if the type is compatible). This
case can be handled using a mechanism similar to the one presented in Section 5.1 to deal with
stuckness. Another feature that could be supported is unique lazy rules, which can be roughly
emulated with our notion of “lazy rule”.
QVT. The QVT standard does not impose any algorithm neither for Relational or Operational
QVT, but tool vendors are free to choose. The Relational QVT language is a declarative bidirectional
language based on establishing relations between models and featuring change preservation. Here
we consider execution in one direction, that has to be complemented with a mechanism to look
up a persistent trace model in order to preserve changes and provide a proper synchronization.
Top relations would be mapped to “forall rules” and normal relations to “lazy rules”. For each
relation, there would be a trace link type relating the objects matched by the rule domains. In QVT
scheduling must be done with respect to the pre/postconditions of the relations. Preconditions would
yield to a sequence of MatchTrace statements (suspending the rule execution until the needed data
is produced). Then, there would be some logic to create/update target elements from the source
domain(s) and to link them through PutTrace statements. Executing a relation in a postcondition
would simply map to another MatchTrace statement, that would yield to the execution of a “lazy
rule” (relation) or to wait for a “forall rule” (top relation) to put the corresponding trace.
On the other hand, QVT operational uses external rule scheduling but has the late resolve feature
to defer the resolution of a correspondence until the end of the transformation. This could seamlessly
be implemented with continuations.
Tefkat. It is a logic-based declarative transformation language [5]. Our approach to describe rule
dependencies is partly inspired by Tefkat’s, where the trace model is called tracking extent, and
rules allow LINKS and NOT-LINKS clauses to describe preconditions setting constraints on the
tracking extent. LINKING clauses allow a tracking class to be instantiated setting its properties.
Tefkat computes an execution order statically via stratification, however rules within the same
stratum require re-execution until a fix-point is found. This may be inefficient because of the need
of rebuilding the evaluation tree.
Adapting our approach to Tefkat is straightforward in the case of LINKS and LINKING clauses
that correspond to MatchTrace and PutTrace respectively. Our algorithm could be adapted to take
into account the execution order that Tefkat computes statically. The main issue is that we do not
support negative trace matches (NOT-LINKS in Tefkat), but it could be supported by a similar
mechanism to the cMap implementation under the restriction that a continuation resumed from the
PreStuckList must not create trace links of the type specified by the NOT-LINKS clause (which in
most cases will be plausible).
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Other languages with implicit scheduling are ETL [23] and RubyTL [30]. They share several
commonalities to ATL, so the adaptation of our approach to them is alike. In Section 2 approaches
for in-place model transformation have already been presented. In principle, our approach is not
applicable to the scheduling part of those languages with explicit scheduling, although we are
looking into the possibility of embedding our approach on a graph rewriting engine. This endeavour
also includes applying continuations to TGGs.
On the other hand, live transformations are related to the idea of transformations that wait for
data to be available. A live transformation is a type of incremental model transformation where the
transformation context is kept active so that the target model is updated whenever a change happens
in the source model. A live transformation however is never suspended, but it typically contains
event handlers that listen for changes. It could be possible to used some of the techniques presented
here to implement certain live transformations schemes. In the context of graph transformations
a trigger-action approach is proposed for VIATRA2 [33], where the execution context basically
consists of maintaining the pattern matcher state. In this case, there is no implicit scheduling but it
is explicit as with regular VIATRA2 transformations, so our approach does not apply. Please note
that triggers are basically event handlers which execute a rule from scratch, while a continuation
retains the state of a rule that has started its execution. In [34] live transformations are studied for
Tefkat. The transformation context is the resolution tree of the Tefkat’s logic-based engine. Changes
in the input models are propagated to changes in the tree which in turn provoke changes in the target
models. Keeping the resolution tree is costly, since it records all dependencies. In [35] an approach
to live transformations for the declarative part of ATL is presented. The ATL engine is modified to
record an execution trace, and the original algorithm is modified to create event listeners for each
rule and binding. In the case of Tefkat and ATL, continuations could be used to suspend a rule
that depends on another rule until the proper change happens. Besides, current approaches to live
transformations are for languages with explicit scheduling (e.g., VIATRA2) or for purely declarative
languages. Continuations could provide a means to implement live transformations for other style
of languages, e.g., imperative transformation languages.
Finally, with respect to the notion of continuation, it has been applied to various domains such as
compiler construction [6], web servers [7], concurrency [8], etc. However, as far as we know, this is
the first work addressing its applicability to model transformations

7. EVALUATION
Our proposal is validated in several ways. First of all, we have implemented a full compiler
from Koan to the JVM, which demonstrates the feasibility of our proposal. We have used the
JavaFlow library which provides support for continuations at the JVM level. The implementation
has been tested by developing several examples of model transformations. In particular, we
have re-implemented the Java2Kdm reverse engineering transformation which is a complex ATL
transformation included in the MoDisco tool [12]. This shows that it is possible to tackle real
cases with a continuation-based scheduling mechanism. Secondly, we have identified and we are
experimenting with some applicability scenarios in which our approach is proving useful. Thirdly,
we have performed several benchmarks to assess the performance of our algorithm along with the
Koan prototype implementation.
7.1. Applicability
We have identified four scenarios in which our continuation-based approach could be useful. They
are briefly presented below.
7.1.1. Transformation modularity A modularity mechanism for a M2M language require means
to decompose a transformation into modules and then to compose those transformation modules.
When composing two transformations it is likely that one depends on the data generated by the
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other (sometimes even circularly). Thus, both transformations has to be scheduled together, but this
is not always possible if the scheduling algorithm is fixed.
A continuation-based approach would allow a transformation to gather elements generated by the
other transformation, since it just would “wait” for such elements to be generated. In our approach,
both transformations would need to agree on the trace model, which would act as the interface
between transformations.
7.1.2. Transformation language interoperability Transformation language interoperability has
been regarded as an important topic in model transformation [36]. However, so far, only limited
forms of interoperability has been achieved [37].
Our proposal for transformation language interoperability is to compile each language to a
common runtime (a variant of Koan in this case), based on continuations. Two languages with
different scheduling mechanisms (e.g., explicit and implicit), could interchange data just generating
MatchTrace and PutTrace instructions to request the values that one transformation is interested in, and
to provide such values respectively. Our initial results in this respect are reported here [13]. We have
been able to build four languages of different nature (mappings, target-oriented transformations,
attribute computation and simple pattern matching) and use them to split a transformation into
several parts, each one addressed with one language.
7.1.3. Streaming model transformations An streaming model transformation is a special kind of
transformation in which the source model is not available at the very beginning, but it is streamed
as it is produced. The transformation engine is requested to generated the target model as the new
source elements appears.
As far as we know, currently no M2M language supports streaming model transformations, as
there are several issues that must be addressed, such as the life span of the source elements and the
trace model or which expressions are no longer valid (e.g., allInstances in OCL). An important issue
is that the scheduling algorithm must take into account that the resolution of a given element must
wait until the corresponding value is streamed. A two-pass algorithm is thus not applicable.
We have started applying our approach to this kind of transformations, in particular trying to
addresss the resolution of elements that have not already been streamed. In [38] we show a simple
example, which is naturally solved with our approach, since a transformation rule just suspends
itself into a continuation, and it is resumed when the required element appears in the stream.
7.1.4. Execution platform Regarding the usability of Koan, it can be said that in general is too
low level, in the sense that some care has to be taken in certain aspects. For instance, sometimes
forgetting to write a PutTrace relating the source and target elements of a rule, will provoke another
MatchTrace to get stuck, even though the rule for it has been written. Another example is the need
to resolve multivalued references “manually” using cMap.
Hence, we consider Koan as a proof-of-concept that can be used as a low-level language to which
a high-level language can be compiled to. This would relieve the transformation language developer
from dealing with continuations, but he or she would just compile high-level transformation
constructs to primitive Koan instructions.
7.2. Performance evaluation
Our continuation-based algorithm enables advanced transformation scenarios to be addressed due
to its flexibility. To assess whether this flexiblity comes at the cost of peformance penalities we have
run peformance benchmarks to compare against other languages. We have taken the benchmark
proposed in [39] to compare model migration tools. It consists of transforming a PetriNet model
to another model that conforms to a variation of the original metamodel. The rationale to choose
this benchmark is that this model migration in particular implies little model navigation, but the
structure of the PetriNet model requires resolving several (sometimes circular) dependencies. We
have implemented this transformation in EMorf (a TGG engine), Tefkat, MediniQVT (Relational
QVT), ATL, Koan, and Java/EMF (the scheduling has been hard-coded, trying to avoid traversing
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Num. elems.
10
100
1000
5000
10000

EMorf
0.117
0.322
6.330
154.983
648.378

Tefkat
0.053
0.149
2.306
58.373
237.407

MediniQVT
0.071
0.146
1.471
14.641
54.080

ATL (Standard)
0.015
0.019
0.127
0.820
2.797

ATL (EMFTVM)
0.004
0.008
0.064
0.292
0.611

Koan
0.003
0.004
0.019
0.104
0.205

EMF
0.001
0.002
0.006
0.031
0.061

Table II. Execution time (in seconds) for the migration benchmark
Migration tests execution time

Migration tests speed comparison
EMF
Koan
ATL(EMFTVM)
ATL(Standard)
MediniQVT
Tefkat
EMorf
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1
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(a) Comparison of execution times
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(b) Comparison of “speed-down” (w.r.t. EMF)

Figure 10. Results of the performance benchmarks as comparative charts.

the same elements whenever possible, in order to achieve the best performance)§ . Two versions of
the ATL Virtual Machine(VM) has been considered, the standard ATL VM and a new version called
EMFTVM [37]. The reason is that, as will be shown, the standard VM is more inneficient than the
new version.
The results of the execution for the input models provided by the original benchmark are shown
in Table II, and graphically summarized in Figure10(a). Results do not include neither loading nor
serializing time. As can be seen, Koan is faster that the other languages analyzed and scales better.
Moreover, compared the performance results obtained in [39] for several migration tools, Koan
is faster than those specialized engines. A possible bias with Tefkat and MediniQVT is that their
matching mechanisms are more complex that Koan and ATL, so some of their execution time is
probably spent there. Regarding to the difference with ATL, in principle the comparison of the
algorithms suggests that Koan should outperform ATL by a factor of 2. In fact, the empirical result
for ATL EMTVM is close to this, and probably the difference lies on low-level implementation
issues (e.g., we compile Koan to the Java VM directly, while EMFTVM is built on top of the Java
VM).
The results for Java/EMF show the minimum execution time that an engine could achieve, so
that the time difference between Koan and Java/EMF can be considered mostly due to the Koan
scheduling algorithm overhead (note that both of them compile to JVM bytecode). Figure 10(b)
shows the loss of performance with respect to the EMF implementation (we have called this “speeddown”), so that the smaller loss the better. This result means that the scheduling algorithm is a time
consuming part (around 60%). Therefore, optimizations to detect those cases where resolving a
MatchTrace can be done with just a plain method call would speed up Koan even more. In any case,
the overhead is “fixed” in the sense that Koan scales quite well as the number of elements increases,
in fact, the scale factor is similar to Java/EMF and ATL EMFTVM version.
In order to assess the performance of Koan with a more complex case study, we have compared
our implementation of the Java2Kdm transformation against the original ATL version (executed
with the standard VM, since the EMFTVM version is not able yet to deal with such transformation).
Although do not claim that our version is exactly equal to the ATL version, the benchmark gives
§ The

benchmarks have been run in an Intel Core2 Duo E6550, with 2GB RAM, under Eclipse 3.6 configured with a heap
size of 1GB. We have followed the recommendations for benchmarking Java programs given in [40].
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JAX-RS
Javaflow
Robocode
UMLet

Size (MB)
2.2
6.2
7.2
26.0

Num. elems.
11270
22412
41107
108246

ATL (Standard)
12.516
24.597
33.683
822.312

27

Koan
0.769
1.958
2.824
8.124

Table III. Execution time (in seconds) for the Java2Kdm benchmark applied to four open source projects,
comparing ATL (standard VM) and Koan.

us a comparative hint about the scalability of our approach. Four open source projects have been
used as input models: (1) Javaflow (the continuation library we have used), (2) Robocode (an API to
develop tanks that fight in virtual battles), (3) UMLet (a UML tool), and (4) JAX-RS (a framework
to develop REST services). Using MoDisco an abstract syntax model of each project is obtained,
the size of the model stored as an XMI file and the number of elements indicates how large is each
model. Then, both ATL and Koan transformations have been benchmarked for each model.
As can be seen, Koan is significantly faster in all cases. This benchmark demonstrates that our
approach is also able of handling a real, industrial case in an efficient way.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a novel implicit scheduling mechanism based on continuations has been reported. An
execution algorithm based on shift/reset operations has been given, and additional issues have been
tackled, namely lazy rule execution, stuckness, and iterator operations. This algorithm is the core
of the Koan transformation language which has also been presented. Altough we have used Koan
as a means to experiment with continuations and scheduling, our proposal is not specific to it, but it
is intended to be part of the implementation of other transformation engines. In this sense, insights
about how it can be used to implement other languages have been given.
Our work has been validated in several ways. First of all, we have implemented a compiler
from Koan to the JVM, which proves the feasibility of our approach. It has been tested by
developing some model transformations. We are also experimenting with advanced features,
such as transformation composition, language interoperability and streaming transformations. Our
experiences suggest that the flexibility provided by our approach is adequate to tackle these
features. Finally, performance benchmarks show that our approach is efficient and scalable, and
even outperforms state-of-the-art transformation languages. The results reported on this work
are the basis for our project to build a model transformation tool, which is freely available at
http://sanchezcuadrado.es/projects/eclectic.
As future work we plan to continue applying continuations to advanced features, particularly to
streaming model transformations. We also plan to improve our implementation, and also building
more test transformations.
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